
Chasing my Y-DNA part 2
It therefore appears correct to regard the earlier Saxon form of spelling as archaic and 
to refer to the clan as Ellots until about 1650 when the name was changes to Elliot.

The introduction of an i into the name Ellot was without doubt, unfortunate. It  
immediately confused the Clan with the well-known English Norman family of St.  
Germains, settled in the West Country and South Wales and in not way related, whose 
name was derived from Alyot. And it confused sill furthuer the already indeterminate  
origin of those whose name was spelt with two Ls and two Ts.t therefore appears correct  
to regard the earlier of St.Germains, settled in the West Country and South Wales and in  
not way related, whose name was derived from Alyot. And it confused sill furthuer the 
already indeterminate origin of those whose name was spelt with two Ls and two Ts.

THE ELLIOTS The Story of a Border Clan--A Genealogical History by The Dowager 
Lady Eliott of Stobs and Sir Arthur Eliott, 11th Baronet of Stobs  1974

The only serious contention remaining, which is favoured by some modern
historians, ascribes the surname to the fairly common old Northumbrian christian
name of Elwold or Elwald. While convenient in its simplicity, evidence of the Clan's
connection is lacking and, with only two references to Elwald as a surname prior to
1400---in 1230 and 1357 (in Northumberland)--we have no ways of testing the validity
of this theory. 

THE ELLIOTS The Story of a Border Clan, by Arthur Eliott 1986

After long hours of research came to the same conclusions above, independently from 
Arthur Eliott. With retaining the name spelled Eliott and not to change it to Elliott 
by insert inserting an l. Something that is noticed by living among indigenous people 
of America, that though they are learning to communicate in the English language, for 
many years they were in a lot of ways culturally independent. The English speaking 
nation of America is a relative new and less indigenous then that of the population of 
the United Kingdom in which they seem to do less homogenization, then in America 
which has more of a migratory culture. 

The writing will be taking somewhat advantage since the research at first is in the 
United Kingdom the increase retention of the spelling of surnames is utilized to figure 
out projected migration from the Northumbria Coast.



Elwald is the base where my surname was evolved from.

For my name to become today's Elliott, it is felt other names took different paths, an 
derived from different bases. For the name to become today's Elliott, it is felt it 
started from a personal name of and Elwald which was the father of some one. So it 
could be most any Tom, Dick, but not Jane son of Elwald.  Then in Liddesdale the 
name Elwald became Ellot. It is felt that in Ulster (Northern Ireland), the Ellot 
name which is now archaic was retained longer than in Scotland, the name arrived in 
America, spelled and pronounce Ellot. In Puritanical America, the name was then 
archaic the Scottish Ellot, was not a name known to the English and their language in 
the English American Plantation. With simple logic, and knowledge of the English 
listing of surnames at the time, one can ascertain what and Ulster-Scottish, named 
pronounced an spelled Ellot would become, at first, and it from logic would not be 
Elliott. 

This part will not go beyond Ellot, but since Ellot became Elliot for the most part 
the surname distribution, is felt to be the best indicator of where the name Ellot was, 
because the retention of the two Ls, and a single T is felt to be most important to those 
who at one time realized like Arthur Eliott that Elliot in a lot of cases was derived by 
inserting an I into Ellot. In minor case felt to become Elwood, different than 
Ellwood felt to have a different derivation  which will be covered in this part. 

As it is for today it was in the past the name Elliot existed as a variant to 
Norman family of names of Ælyot, (where a exchange e, and y exchange i and 
before singularization or doubling the l  and/or t ). Some variants of  Ælyot  before 
the and after the archaic name Ellot which existed are Eliot, Eliott, Elliot, and 
Elliott. The form which Ellot took for the most part is the inserted I form of the 
name which would be Elliot. If the name is founded  Elliot and Ellet (English trying 
to spell the Scottish name Ellot) in early English America Plantation (American 
English Colonies) then the individual is most likely from Scottish-Ulster.

To chase my Y-DNA; it should be noted that the writer tries not to be so self centre 
(for US; center) to utilize the word my. The reason the word my is being utilized is 
three fold. Family Tree for Y-DNA caters to the individual, and am using the individual 
data acquired on myself. Though I am sharing the findings, there are others which 
think that I should be responsible to a Y-DNA grouping. What I am responsible to is 
my father's father. Lastly just have to love Border Reiving my genealogy in a manner 
which be considered by some as quite notorious. Hopefully hitting upon a qualified 
level of accuracy that others may not want to see, but it is felt it must be achieved. This 
will allow me free travel along many borders.



In ca 1275 one can see in the assize roll so Northumberland there is a filius (son of) 
Elwald, Scot, de (of) Graham (now Grantham), and a de (of) Cave. 



Cottingham, is an East Riding Yorkshire (name found in close relation of the Ellot of 
Tullykelter). It should be noted in order for the  Northumbrian christian name of  
Elwold or Elwald  to make it as a saintly name an not be Catholic, it would have to be 
of The Church of England, which the Cave, the Elwald of Cottingham, East Riding, 
Yorkershire and the Ellot of Tullykelter, Fermanagh, Ulster, Ireland were at the time, 
and it was people of The Church of England that fought for King Charles, and did not 
support Cromwell's parliament.

This William Elwald (alias Elwood, or name becomes Elwood/Ellwood), he is 
having an estate of his taken away because he is a Royalist it is referred to as a fine.
It should be noted it was taken away at a time when he was aged, so it was not past 
down through his family. Those who supported the Royalist could have their estates 
taken as a fine, in the aftermath of war, and this happen about fifteen years later. The 
action of fines (estates taken) during this period would displace those who supported 
King Charles.

The biggest problem of using Elliot for trying to figure of where Ellot 
would come from on a surname map is Elliot;

It therefore appears correct to regard the earlier Saxon form of spelling as archaic  
and to refer to the clan as Ellots until about 1650 when the name was changes to  
Elliot. The intorduction of an i into the name Ellot was without doubt, 
unfortunate. It immediately confused the Clan with the well-known English  
Norman family

The Dowager Lady Eliott of Stobs and Sir Arthur Eliott, 11th Baronet of Stobs 1974



Robert (Bob) Elliott brought note of these distribution maps to me.
It can be seen where people can become confused when the “i” is inserted into the 
Scottish name Ellot to become the English name Elliot. The border was cleaned of 
people at the time of The Union of the Crowns so the border Scots with the Ellot name 
some may have relocated north. The above map does show a population of Elliot in 
East Riding Yorkshire. Like the above format better than other distribution maps 
because it is based on population percent, not numbers.



But the name Ellwood did evolve from Elwald/Elwold/Ellwould and so on.

In part 1 it was shown that the Elwald name likely originated in the Scarborough, Cave, 
Gresham region, where it still was in 1660 then migrated elsewhere.

By utilizing the name Ellwood to see where the name Elwald/Elwold may have 
migrated to gives information, without the interference of a Norman variant of 
Ælyot.  But it does not really get us into Scotland, like the name Elliot did.

The name Elwood, is low in numbers though find it used in the genealogical research 
on The Border, and East Riding. The mapping points to West Riding, would question 



its significance so the name Ellwood. There are about seven times as many Ellwood 
as Elwood. 

The name Elliott is not considered for surname mapping of the name Elliot because 
of its extra t, and in my family it was first Elliot then became Elliott.

Though there a many variants of  Ælyot and  Ælfwald  the population numbers are 
not significant enough for surname mapping. If the numbers were large for the name 
Ellot the name Ellot would be used, but today the the numbers for the archaic name 
Ellot are pretty much non existant. 



For the names (linguistic evaluation);

Elwald, Ellwood, and Ellot
The prefix el/ell are basically alike what seems to differ are the suffixes;

wald, wood, and lot are different.

Wald means wood.



Lot is archaic but where did it come from?

It is felt that lot, had to do with a forest that was owned (Scottish forest 
stead), and had a given amount of land, unlike a woods of common land, or 
shared ownership. Not it is felt that foresters (forestar) would attend this 
forests. Only owned forest or forest-steads would have foresters.



If is felt that the Redheugh family was highly educated by inter-family tutoring, and 
could afford some books, and the stories of Sir Lancelot (Lance and Armstrong name),
and Camelot  with Gawain a hero the son of Lot, of the northern Orkney, made Ellot, 
a Scottish name as opposed to Ellwood an English name and the earlier Elwald an 
Anglo-Saxon name. It should be noted that Camelot and Lancelot are 15th century 
name, and Ellot became a name in the 16th century.

The time which the names are felt to change were at the time of the Reformation, 
where the groups of being of religions which did not have saints, not Catholic or 
Church of England changed the name and since the Redheugh family was well read 
they changed the name to that of the stories of King Arthur.



Conclusions;

The word wald (Anglo-Saxon) became lot (Scottish), and became wood (English) 
which today means woods. The names Ellot and Ellwood which evolved from 
Elwald all had the same basic meaning in today's English meaning; people of the 
woods. 

The people at first who  adopted the Elwald surname from a personal name of a 
father arrived from most likely Germany maybe Nordic to the coast near at or north of 
south of the East Riding , Yorkshire coast, then migrated west and north towards 
Scotland. The name Ellot is a Scottish name which came from the Liddesdale 
(Redheugh ca 1550) Elwald, north of the Robert de Bruce 1320 Scottish border.

The Elwald/Elwold name was on both sides of the Scottish border then it on the 
south English side in cases became Ellwood (Cumbria), and on the north  Scottish 
side (Liddesdale) became Ellot. 
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Appendix;

One can see that on both sides of the border in 1891 there were Elliot, and a good number in 
Liddesdale region.          

It should be noted that in 1891 very few Ellwood were north of the Scottish Border as compared to 
south of it. In both cases Yorkshire north and west seemily have the numbers.


